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1. Distinguish between territoriality, personal space and privacy.

2. What, in your understanding makes the effect of noise on the environment a subject that is necessary to consider?

3. What, in your understanding of the Course ‘Basic Environmental Psychology’, makes it an important consideration for study?

4. “Industrial pollutants and other pollutants exerts psychologically on humans” Discuss.

5. Attempt a definition of the course, ‘Basic Environmental Psychology’

6. In according the definition of basic environmental psychology as basic psychology examining the physical setting aspects of all other psychological processes, identify and explain two of the psychological processes relating them to the environment.

7. Discuss the two forms of environmental perceptions distinguished as assisting man to control his environment

8. Itemise components of the ecosystem, and explain fully any two of those itemized


10. How would you explain ‘Territoriality’? Relate it to Personal Space and Privacy?

11. Having a Personal Space means having a territory”. Discuss this statement in the light of your understanding of what territoriality is.

12. Distinguish between environmental psychology per say and basic environmental psychology in general

13. What is Privacy? Relate Privacy to Personal Space and territoriality.

14. Distinguish between Noise and Sound. In what ways can noise be taken for pollution?

15. Mention 3 types of human territory that exists and explain each of them, giving examples of each of the types mentioned.


17. Explain the term ‘Environmental Numbness’.


19. ‘Industrial wastes are environmental pollutants’. Discuss

20. Explain the part you can play as a future professional in your chosen field of study in ensuring that Nigerians develop the right attitude toward care of the environment and to the end that positive behaviour can be sustained on attitude to handling environment.